The proposition that limited natural resources provide a limit to growth and to the sustainable size of population is an old one. The natural resource that was the centre of the discussion in Malthus' day was land; more recently, some concern has been expressed over the limitations imposed by the supplies of oil, or more generally, energy sources, of phosphorus, and of other materials required for production. Those who predicted imminent doom in the nineteenth century were obviously wrong. Were they simply wrong about the immediacy of catastrophe, or did they leave out something fundamental from their calculations?
of natural resources is largest initially and as one " not surprisingly consumption per man falls monotonically over time along the optimal path (if it exists). When there is both a capital good and a natural resource, it is not obvious what the qualitative properties of the optimal path will look like, e.g. whether consumption will be monotonic. What is of particular interest is that the choice among alternative efficient growth paths involves a choice about paths which differ in their rates of growth, even asymptotically. Paths which involve high rates of natural resource utilization (i.e. a high ratio of resource use per unit of time to stock) have permanently lower long run rates of growth.
The paper consist of three sections. In Section 1, we present the basic model. Section 2 analyses paths along which the rate of growth of consumption per man is constant.
Section 3 analyses the optimal growth path of the economy.
THE BASIC MODEL
In most of our analyses we focus on the special, but, as we argue in t central, case of an economy with a Cobb-Douglas technology of the form Q = F(K, L, R, t) = Kal L22R 3 eAt, a1+a2+03 = 1 where R = rate of utilization of natural resources L = supply of labour A = rate of technological progress, assumed to be constant Q = aggregate output, which can be used either for investment or consumption.
Because of the assumption of a Cobb-Douglas technology, we do not need to specify whether technical change is labour, resource, or capital augmenting. For our purposes, nothing is gained by assuming different sectors have different production functions. Hence we write: Q = C+.K ... (2) where C is consumption and K is net investment.
As usual, we either can think of Q as net out no depreciation. The necessary modificatio forward. We assume population grows at the constant rate n: L -n. ... The return to capital must be the same as the rate of c natural resource," 2 or, in our model Olf= gQ-gR where ,B = QIK, the output-capital ratio.
Letting s = K/Q, the aggregate savings rate and x = 1-s, we obtain, for any efficient path 9Q = a2n+A+c.lfl(s-aC3) _C2n+A-celfx + 7 tl + 02 tl + a2 gR = a2n+ A-olf(1-s) _C2nX+A-oc1lfx . (8) tl + a2 tl + O2 and
Finally, it is convenient to focus our attention on the ratio of resource utilization, R, to the the stock of the resource, S. We define
Equations (6)-(10) will find repeated use in the subsequent analysis.
STEADY STATES
Long-term growth in models with only capital and labour has been so exte that we hardly need to think twice about what we mean by " balanced "steady state "; we characterize a steady state by a constant capital-output ratio, a constant rate of growth of output, consumption, wages, etc. But with an exhaustible resource, we must reconsider what it is we mean by a " steady state ". I shall consider here the asymptotic states of paths for which consumption is growing exponentially.
The results of Section 3 and the analyses of [7] provide some justification for why we should be particularly interested in such paths. 2 In [7] we observe that this is equivalent to the equilibrium condition for competitive asset markets that the return to holding capital, FR, be equal to the return to holding a stock of the natural resources, which is just the capital gain on the stock.
REVIEW OF ECONOMIC STUDIES
Equations (9) and (11) In Figure 1 we draw the phase diagram in (#x, ,B) space. Provided
there is a unique value of (/*, x*) such that g, = gx = 0. It is immediately apparent th ( *l, x*) is a saddle point, and no path not converging to (,B*, x*) is feasible; eventually either x exceeds one (those diverging to the right) or f3x-+O, in which case, from (8) , there exists a finite T after which gR>O, which is clearly not feasible. The fact that ,B+B*, x-+x*, implies, from (8) that gR_+constant and, from (10) y* = -gR. Moreover, since (fj*, x*) is a saddlepoint, we can easily solve for the (unique) savings rate corresponding to any value of the output capital ratio, or fix = T (/3), T'P'>O.
substituting into (8) and the result into (10), and using (9) to obtain the (13, y) phase diagr (figure 2), showing that the unique equilibrium (f*, y*) is a saddlepoint, and that convergence to the equilibrium is monotonic.' Proposition 1. Any path for which consumption grows at a constant rate must asymptotically have a constant savings rate, a constant rate of change of input of the natural resource and a constant resource flow-stock ratio.
I This establishes that any path converging to the saddle-point equilibrium uses a finite amount of resources. Our supply of resources gives us our " boundary " values, i.e. it enables us to establish (see figure 2 )
We can characterize the different steady state values as a function of the rate of growth consumption:
s= &X3gC or g -s*(A+c2n)
i-a2(gC-n) aia3 + a2s* 1Z 0C2(gC-n) *C = gc= &2n . . (14) al ( Proposition 2. An increase in the savings rate increases the growth rate, increases the asymptotic capital output ratio, and is associated with a lower rate of resource utilization 
augmenting technical progress. We require that the r progress exceed the population growth rate. These results should be contrasted with the corresponding results without natural resources. There, as we noted in our introduction, the rate of growth was independent of the savings rate; different savings rates were associated with different levels of (asymptotic) per capita income. Here, there is a unique savings rate associated with each rate of growth; increases in savings do lead to permanently higher growth rates. On the other hand, as the results of the next section will make clear, the intertemporal trade-offs are very much the same; growth paths with higher savings rates entail lower consumption today but higher consumption at some future date.
2.1. A Special Case. There is one special case for which our previous analysis must be modified: when A = n = gc = 0, equations (7), (9) and (11) Clearly gQ = n, g9 = 0 and consumption per capita is constant.
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The unique path which is feasible has a constant savings rate:
If x is ever greater (smaller) than 1-a3, it always is
the curves appear as in Figure 3 . It is easy to show that if x is ever greater than o + C2' in finite time, x> 1, which is not possible. It is somewhat more difficult to show that paths with x < al + a2 are not feasible; the proof is left to a footnote.'
Proposition 5a. If A = 0 n, there is, at most, one e;fficient path along which g the savings rate equals the share of natural resources.
This characterizes the efficient path if it exists. We now show that Proposition 5b. A necessary and sufficient condition for a constant level of consump with no technical change and no growth is that the share of natural resources (a3) be than the share of capital (ax,).
(This theorem was originally stated in [6] , and an alternative proof provided.)
IConsider the differential equations glo. = x (1-).. and natural resources are necessary for production does not necessarily imply that the economy must--eventually stagnate and then decline. Two offsetting forces have been identified: technical change and capital accumulation. Even with no technical change, capital accumulation can offset the effects of the declining inputs of natural resources, so long as capital is " more important " than natural resources, i.e. the share of capital is greater than that of natural resources. With technical change, at any positive rate, we can easily find paths along which aggregate output does not decline. For so long as the input of natural resources declines exponentially, no matter at how small a rate, provided the initial level of input is set correctly, we will just use up our resources. And the technical change can offset the effects of the slowly declining input of natural resources. To sustain a constant level of per capita consumption requires a more stringent condition on the rate of technical change (Proposition 4).
The Cobb-Douglas case has a number of special properties to which we must call attention. In a Cobb-Douglas production function, we need not distinguish between labour, capital, and resource augmenting technical progress. Consider for simplicity the case where population was constant. Then a sufficient condition for sustaining a constant per capita income with a general production function is that there be resource augmenting technical change at any positive rate (no matter how small).
Moreover, we do not require a unitary elasticity of substitution between each of the factors. Sustained levels of per capita consumption are also feasible if the production function is separable,
and there is an elasticity of substitution between K and R greater than unity, or equal to unity with the coefficient (exponent) on capital being greater than that on the natural resource.
Finally, we note that if there are returns to scale, the required rate of technical progress necessary to offset the effects of the decreased input of natural resources is With a Cobb-Douglas production function, letting 3 oi> 1 we require (al + a2 -I)n+A>0.
OPTIMAL ECONOMIC GROWTH
The previous section characterized the set of efficient paths along which consumption grew at a constant rate. We suggested that one reason we might be particularly interested in such paths is that asymptotically along a growth path which maximized the present discounted value of utility with a constant discount rate the rate of growth of consumption was a constant. In this section, we characterize more fully optimal growth paths for an economy with exhaustible natural resources.
From a technical point of view, the analysis involves two difficulties. First, there are two " state" variables, the capital stock and the stock of natural resources. Except under special circumstances (e.g. where the relevant functions are linear), the complete qualitative analysis of optimal control problems with more than one state variable appears to be a difficult problem. Secondly, as we noted earlier, the rate of decline of input of natural resources is a control variable; as a consequence, the rate of growth of consumption per capita is an endogenous variable. The conventional " trick " for analysing models with technical change is to convert the relevant variables into " intensive " units-per 1 Letting gK = gQ we have 9Q = clg9+(c2n+A+(c39R = I2A +oC39R
We require _>oc n l-?c1 effective worker. Fortunately, it turns out that a similar trick works here, although one must be careful in choosing the appropriate deflator.
More formally, assume we wish to use a criterion such as 00 max U(c)e-(6-n)tdt . . . to exist, we require >n+ 3nV. ... (22) Otherwise, using the analysis of Section 2, we can easily construct paths for which the integral diverges.
If a solution to the maximization problem exists, it is easy to show that it is unique.
Thus, all we have to do is to exhibit a path satisfying the Euler equation.
Thus, let us define p, the asymptotic growth rate of per capita output, as (using (7)) p=9*-n= -oe1n+A-otBfl*x* +a f* ... More generally, a higher rate of technical change leads to a higher or lower rate of extraction as the elasticity of marginal utility is greater or less than unity (v <0) and a higher elasticity of marginal utility (1-v) leads to a higher or lower rate of extraction as th rate of resource-augmenting technical progress (T/O3) is larger or smaller than the rate of discount.
As expected, the rate of growth increases with the rate of technical progress, decreases with the pure rate of time discount and with the elasticity of marginal utility.
(As v-?-oo,g*-+n.)
The savings rate decreases with the rate of discount, as expected.
Dynamics. We now turn to the characterization of the optimal trajectory. For simplicity, we shall go through the calculations only for the case of v = 0 (logarithmic utility function). The equilibrium is a saddlepoint, which means that if x-+x*, then we can solve for the path fix = (,B), b'>O, ...(33a) 1 The intercept of gpx = 0 with the vertic greater than unity; g9 = 0 has a positive intercept and a slope less than unity:
a+2 -1 = -1l+ 0(04+ 2) = 0-0C3 <?, In Figure 5 we have drawn the (y, ,B) phase diagram y FIGURE 5 Again the equilibrium is a saddlepoint, which means we can solve for ,B as a function of y, and from the production function, we have the boundary value condition o3= -... (35) We can thus establish Proposition 6. The path {fl(t), x(t), y(t)} defined by (26)-(28) converging to the asypmtotic values given by (29-31) and with the initial boundary value condition (35) is the opti trajectory of the economy. Along the optimal path, the interest rate, output capital ratio, savings rate, and rate of resource utilization fall (rise) monotonically.
